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Abstract: In this paper, an improved VGG16 combined with depthwise group over-parameterized
convolution (DGOVGG16) model is proposed to realize automatic furniture image classification.
Firstly, depthwise over-parameterized convolution combined with group convolution is combined
to construct depthwise group over-parameterized convolution, which is introduced to the VGG 16
model for reducing the number of parameters of the overall model while extracting more sufficient
semantic features of furniture images. Then, this paper uses the ReLU activation function in the former
part of the neural network to reduce the correlation between parameters and accelerate the weight
update speed of the former part of the model. Meantime, the proposed model applies Leaky-ReLU
activation function in the last layer to avoid the problem that some neurons do not update. Compared
with the six furniture image classification methods based on MobileNetV2, AlexNet, ShuffleNetv2,
GoogleNet, VGG 16 and GVGG16, the experimental results show the proposed DGOVGG16 with
average accuracy (AA) of 95.51% has better classification performance.

Keywords: furniture image classification; deep learning; VGG16; group convolution; depthwise
over-parameterized convolution

1. Introduction

With the development of the Internet technology and big data, the number of e-
commerce websites has increased dramatically. In the face of such a huge transaction
volume, furniture images have become the main information carrier of commodity infor-
mation transmission. Facing a large number of furniture products, automatic recognition
of furniture has become an inevitable requirement for intelligent information extraction
in e-commerce [1]. The maturity and development of this technology help businesses
automatically identify uploaded furniture images according to color and style. Saving labor
consumption can help users quickly search for desired furniture to improve the efficiency
of the website and can also help businesses more accurately recommend furniture to im-
prove the sales of furniture. At present, most scholars in the research of furniture image
recognition task classify the furniture according to the types of tables, chairs, beds, etc,
especially in complex background [2,3].

Traditional image classification methods focus on the extraction of texture, color and
other features of the image and select an appropriate classifier to classify the extracted
features. With the development of big data technology and the computer hardware per-
formance, deep learning (DL) has become a research hotspot of computer theory [4]. The
image classification methods based on convolutional neural network (CNN) are deeply
loved by industry and academia [5,6].

The realization of image classification technology is divided into traditional image
classification methods and those based on CNN. The two types of recognition methods
are composed of two stages: image processing and recognition classification. In the
image processing stage, the image to be recognized is input into the system, and the
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image is preprocessed appropriately to improve the image quality. Traditional methods
usually use special feature extraction algorithms to extract image features and reduce the
dimensions of the features to obtain digital features that can accurately describe the image.
In the recognition and classification stage, the corresponding statistical learning and other
classification decision-making methods are mainly used to match, identify and classify the
extracted features. Finally, the classification results are output.

At present, people have tried to use DL to classify furniture images. The convolution
machine network does not require complicated feature extraction operations. It uses its own
convolution layer and pooling layer to extract features and reduce dimensions, and uses
the full connection layer as a classifier to complete image recognition tasks. Zhu Bin [7] et al.
studied the emotional intention recognition of chairs based on convolutional neural network
technology and built a product image recognition model. Wang Y et al. [8] proposed a
metric learning algorithm combined with CNN to remove duplicate and irrelevant samples
in the furniture image database. Zhu Haipeng [9] et al. took the chair as an example,
and summarized four furniture styles of the East, the West, modern and new technology
through expert evaluation and cluster analysis. They used the classic ReSNet50 model to
recognize the chair image and obtained good recognition accuracy.

In this paper, we combine the advantages of group convolution and depthwise over-
parameterized convolution (DO-Conv), proposed depthwise group over-parameterized
convolution, which is introduced into VGG16 to improve the classification performance
of furniture images. In order to fully mine the semantic information of furniture under
complex background, we have carried out many experiments and analyses to prove which
layer of VGG16 can get the best classification accuracy. Section 2 introduces the related
work of group convolution and depthwise over-parameterized convolution and Section 3
gives the furniture image classification model based on DGOVGG16. In Section 4, the
proposed DGOVGG16 model is validated compared to six other classification models.
Finally, we gave the conclusions at the end of this paper.

2. The Related Work
2.1. Group Convolution

The group convolution (GC) first appeared in AlexNet, further optimized in ResNeXt
network, and solved the problem of insufficient video memory [10]. The first advantage of
group convolution is efficient training. Because the convolution is divided into multiple
paths, each path can be processed separately by different GPUs, so the model can be
trained on multiple GPUs in parallel. Compared with completing all tasks on a single
GPU, this model parallelization on multiple GPUs enables the network to process more
images at each step. It is generally believed that model parallelization is better than data
parallelization. The latter is to divide the dataset into multiple batches, and then train each
batch separately. However, when the batch size becomes too small, we essentially perform
random gradient descent, not batch gradient descent. This results in slower and sometimes
worse convergence results. When training very deep neural networks, packet convolution
is very important, as in ResNeXt.

Meantime, with the same convolution operation, GC requires fewer parameters than
ordinary convolution to avoid overfit [11]. The difference between ordinary convolu-
tion (upper part) and GC (lower part) is as shown in Figure 1, which means the model
parameters will decrease as the number of filter groups increases.
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Figure 1. The structure of group convolution.

The GC first groups the input data, and then convolves each group of data separately.
The input feature map size of C1 are divided into G groups as follows:

H1(x)
H2(x)

...
HG(x)

 =
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...
. . .

...
0 0 0 WP

GG
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where, [x1, x2, · · · , xG] is the input feature map which is divided into groups size of G, each
group has G1/G feature map size of H1 ×W1; WP

ii is the convolution kernel of each group
with the number of P = C2/G and size of h× w; Hi(x) is the output feature maps of each
group size of H2 ×W2. Then, all the output feature maps are merged by channel to get the
final output of the convolution layer.

If C1 = C2 = C which means the input and output feature maps of the above GC are
equal, TGC is the number of parameters, which can be calculated as follows:

TGC = G× (
C
G
× h× w× C

G
) =

h× w× C2

G
(3)

In the same case, the number of parameters of ordinary convolution named as TRC
can be calculated as follows:

TRC = C× h× w× C = h× w× C2 (4)

By comparison of TGC and TRC, the parameter amount of the group convolution is
1/G of the standard convolution, which means G is larger, the complexity is lower and the
parameter efficiency is higher.

2.2. Depthwise Over-Parameterized Convolution

Li et al. proposed DO-Conv to speed up the convergence of the model, while adding
learnable parameters to the model without increasing the computational complexity [12].
DO-Conv is a combination of an ordinary convolution W ∈ RCout×Dmul×Cin and a deep
convolution D ∈ R(M×N)×Dmul×Cin . Figure 2 shows the flowchart of DO-Conv. P is the
size of the input feature map. M and N are the spatial dimensions of P, Cin is the number
of input feature maps, Dmul is the number of deep convolutions, Cout is the number of
output feature maps, DT ∈ RDmul×(M×N)×Cin is the transposition of D ∈ R(M×N)×Dmul×Cin ,
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and W ′ is the convolution kernel of. First, combine the deep convolution kernel DT and
conventional convolution kernel W to form W ′, and then output O by convolution of W ′

and P, as shown in Formula (5).

O = (D, W)~ P
= (DT ◦W) ∗ P

(5)
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Figure 2. The flowchart of DO-Conv.

2.3. Activation Function

In the DGOVGG16 model, in order to ensure that the weight of the model is updated
quickly, alleviate the problem of over fitting, and at the same time avoid losing part of
the characteristic information in the negative signal, the ReLU and Leaky ReLU activation
function are used in the model to activate neurons. The ReLU activation function is
introduced in the previous part of the neural network, so that the output of some neurons
is 0, reducing the correlation between parameters and accelerating the weight’s update
speed of the previous part of the model. The ReLU activation function written is as follows:

ReLU =

{
xi xi > 0
0 xi ≤ 0

(6)

However, if all of the ReLU activation functions are replaced with Leaky ReLU acti-
vation functions, the updating speed of the whole model will be reduced. Therefore, this
paper only introduces a Leaky value into the last layer of activation functions. The formula
of Leaky ReLU function is as follows:

Leaky-ReLU =

{
xi xi > 0
aixi xi ≤ 0

(7)

where ai = 0.01 is a very small weight, that is, the negative input information is retained
without increasing the calculation cost of model training, and the input information is
retained more completely.

3. Proposed Methods

The improved VGG16 based on depthwise group over-parameterized convolution
(DGOVGG16) model for furniture classification is shown in Figure 3.

First, the furniture data are put into the DGOVGG16 model, and the first 11 layers of
the model are used to extract the deep features of the furniture data. The last two layers
are divided into depthwise group over-parameterized convolution and conventional con-
volution layers, respectively. Through depthwise group over-parameterized convolution,
more precise features are captured while reducing the number of parameters to ensure the
accuracy of the network model to the maximum extent. Secondly, the output features are
mapped to the full connection layer through the conventional convolution layer, and after
each full connection layer, the dropout layer is introduced, which temporarily discards
some neurons from the network at a certain rate, thus eliminating or weakening the con-
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nection between neuron nodes, reducing the phenomenon of over fitting, and outputting
the final category through the last full connection layer.
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3.1. DGOVGG16 Model

For the selection of convolutional neural network model, the recognition accuracy
and the training convergence efficiency of the model must be comprehensively considered.
Generally speaking, the deeper the network model is, and the larger the scale is, the higher
the accuracy of image recognition will be. However, the more the corresponding model
parameters are, the lower the recognition efficiency will be. Especially when the data set is
insufficient, not only the risk of over fitting exists, but also the difficulty of model training
will increase difficulty in convergence and other problems. The architecture of the proposed
DGOVGG16 network is shown in Figure 4a, and the convolution processing is shown in
Figure 4b.
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As there is no large-scale image public data set for furniture data set, the accuracy and
efficiency of actual furniture classification are also considered. Therefore, this paper chooses
to improve the VGG16 network model, which has the advantages of smaller convolution
kernel, fewer parameters and strong nonlinear fitting ability. DGOVGG16 model stacks
3 × 3 small size convolution kernel to replace large convolution kernel for achieving the
purpose of using fewer parameters to extract more features, and 2 × 2 to retain more
image information. The number of convolution kernel in the 15 convolution layers is 64, 64,
128, 128, 256, 256, 256, 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, 512, respectively. The number of
neurons in the two fully connected layers are 4096, and the number of neurons in the last
output layer is 5. The pooling layer adopts the maximum pooling method, and the two full
connection layers adopt ReLU and Leaky ReLU activation function respectively. Among
them, the ReLU function is easy to derive and fast to calculate, and make the output of some
neurons zero, thus reducing the correlation between parameters, which can effectively
alleviate the occurrence of overfitting problems. At the same time, the introduction of
Leaky ReLU activation function in the last layer can effectively prevent some neurons from
being invalid when the final input is negative and ensure the final accurate output results.

At the same time, in order to further prevent overfitting, a dropout layer is added to the
DGOVGG16 model. Its main idea is to temporarily discard some neurons from the network
according to a certain ratio, so as to eliminate or weaken the connection between neural
nodes. The dropout process reduces the size of the parameters involved in training. If the
total number of neural nodes in the convolutional network structure is n, the combination
size of 2n in theory can be constructed. Such a combination can not only increase the size of
the parameters, but also improve the generalization of the network. Moreover, dropout has
a great probability to create different combinations of neurons working together each time.
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The combination of these different neurons reduces the node correlation, thus enhancing
the generalization ability of the entire model.

3.2. Depthwise Group Over-Parameterized Convolution

Although VGG16 model itself has the advantages of smaller convolution kernel and
fewer parameters, there is still a risk of over fitting with the deepening of network layers.

Therefore, in the 12th layer of VGG16 model, this paper introduces depthwise group
over-parameterized convolution as shown in Figure 3, which is composed of two parts,
namely, group convolution and DO-Conv. Among them, the number of parameters of
the network model is minimized by grouping to avoid overfitting. The reduction of the
number of parameters means that the complexity of the model is reduced. The lower the
complexity, the lower the accuracy of the model will also decrease. Therefore, this paper
conducts depthwise over-parameterized convolution for each input channel, which can
fully extract the semantic features of the furniture image ensuring that the overall model to
extract more sufficient semantic features while reducing the amount of parameters.

4. Experimental Results and Analysis
4.1. Furniture Dataset Description

The furniture dataset used in this paper is the open data set of Kaggle competition,
which was released by Nikhil Akki at Deloitte, a data science engineer from Mumbai, India,
in 2018. Some images of furniture data are shown in Figure 5, which can be divided into
five categories: bed, chair, sofa, swivelhair, and table. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the
background of furniture is usually complex, including invalid information unrelated to
furniture such as walls, windows, curtains, external environment, people, etc. Among them,
there also exists that chair appears in the table sample as shown the last column. Therefore,
when classifying furniture images, it is necessary to take into account the complexity of its
background and the diversity of furniture features and design an accurate classification
model of furniture in a complex background. The specific number of each type of furniture
is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The description of furniture dataset.

Sample Image Class Number
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4.2. Experimental Platform Parameter Settings

The experimental environment was Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2620 v4 @ 2.10 GHz
processor, 128 GB running memory (RAM), NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080Ti GPU. In addition,
the deep learning framework was Pytorch. In the experiments, the size of the input data
is set to 224, the number of training epochs is set to 30, and SGD optimization algorithm
is used for optimization. The momentum is set to 0.9, and the learning rate is set to 0.1.
All experimental training samples are randomly selected from furniture dataset and the
ratio of training set to test set is 10:1. Meanwhile, this paper uses six different methods for
comparison and analysis, including MobileNetV2, AlexNet, ShuffleNetv2, GoogLeNet [13],
VGG16 and VGG16 network based on group convolution (GVGG16). The average accuracy
(AA) commonly is used in furniture image classification as the evaluation index to better
evaluate the proposed DGOVGG16 model’s classification performance of each category.

4.3. Design of DGOVGG16 Model

This paper takes DGOVGG16 as the main feature extraction network, which consists
of 15 ReLU layers, 12 convolution layers, 5 MaxPool layers, 3 full connection layers, 1 over-
parameterized convolution layer, 1 Leaky-ReLU layer, and 2 dropout layers. In order to
make DGOVGG16 model use fewer parameters to represent more features, this paper sets
the size of convolution kernel as 3× 3 to replace the large convolution kernel by stacking
small convolution kernels, and the size of the largest pooling layer is 2 × 2 to retain more
image information. The number of neurons in the three full connection layers was 4096,
4096 and 5, respectively. When the dropout rate is 0.5, the experimental accuracy is the
highest. Table 2 shows the parameter settings of DGOVGG16 network model.
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Table 2. The parameter settings of DGOVGG16 model.

Layer Kernel MaxPool ReLU Dropout Leaky-ReLU

Conv1 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv2 3 × 3 (stride = 1) 2 × 2 (stride = 2) Yes No No

Conv3 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv4 3 × 3 (stride = 1) 2 × 2 (stride = 2) Yes No No

Conv5 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv6 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv7 3 × 3 (stride = 1) 2 × 2 (stride = 2) Yes No No

Conv8 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv9 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

Conv10 3 × 3 (stride = 1) 2 × 2 (stride = 2) Yes No No

Conv11 3 × 3 (stride = 1) No Yes No No

DOConv12 3 × 3 (stride = 1)
(groups = 512) No Yes No No

Conv13 3 × 3 (stride = 1) 2 × 2 (stride = 2) Yes No No

FC Neurons = 4096 No Yes Yes No

FC Neurons = 4096 No No Yes Yes

FC Neurons = 5 No No No No

4.4. The Selection of Depthwise Group Over-Parameterized Convolutional Layer

The group convolution in depthwise group over-parameterized convolution applied
over-parameterized convolution to the input grouped channels. In order to minimize the
parameter amount of the proposed model, this paper sets the number of groups divided as
the number of input channels. From the number of channels input at each layer, it can be
found that layers 2 to 3 are equal, layers 4 to 5 are equal, layers 6 to 8 are equal, and layers
9 to 13 are equal. Moreover, the features extracted from the next layer are more accurate
than those extracted from the previous layer. Thus, this paper introduces depthwise group
over-parameterized convolution into layer 3, layer 5, layer 8 and layer 12 respectively for
comparison, and selects the most appropriate number of layers. It can be seen from Table 3
that when the depthwise group over-parameterized convolution is put into the 12th layer,
the AA growth reaches the peak, for 12th layer extracts more refined furniture semantic
features with stronger discrimination. Thus, this paper sets the location of depthwise group
over-parameterized convolution as the 12th layer.

Table 3. The classification accuracy comparison of depthwise group over-parameterized convolution
in different layer.

3 5 8 12Classes
Layer

bed 81.00 96.00 83.00 96.00
chair 91.00 87.00 90.00 98.00
sofa 84.00 93.00 94.00 95.00

swivelchair 85.00 88.00 88.00 94.00
table 91.30 82.61 86.96 94.56

AA(%) 86.46 89.32 88.40 95.51

4.5. Comparison of Experimental Results

This paper makes a comparative analysis of the two evaluation indicators: AA and
running time. Table 4 shows that DGOVGG16 model is superior to other six classification
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models. The comparison between DGOVGG16 and GVGG16 shows that DGOVGG16
performs better than the latter. The DO-Conv is introduced to reduce the number of model
parameters while fully extracting the semantic features of furniture, reducing the problem of
model overfitting. At the same time, Leaky-ReLU activation function is introduced to retain
the update weight speed of the whole model. Therefore, the DGOVGG16 model proposed
in this paper has a stronger classification accuracy compared with other classification
methods.

Table 4. The comparison of furniture classification results based on different network models.

Classes MobileNetV2 AlexNet ShuffleNetv2 GoogLeNet VGG16 GVGG16 DGOVGG16

bed 94.40 88.60 94.00 95.40 93.40 91.00 96.00
chair 94.60 95.20 97.00 95.80 96.40 93.00 98.00
sofa 88.00 88.60 92.00 95.20 92.20 92.00 95.00

swivelchair 89.60 91.00 89.00 88.00 95.00 93.00 94.00
table 88.04 91.30 91.30 89.56 95.65 91.30 94.56

AA (%) 90.92 90.94 92.66 92.79 94.53 92.06 95.51
Time(s) 729 675 688 722 769 746 747

It can be seen from Table 4 that in the furniture dataset classification experiment of
DGOVGG16, AA reached 95.51% at the highest, and increased by 3.45%, 0.98%, 2.72%,
2.85%, 4.57% and 4.59% respectively compared with GVGG16, VGG16, GoogLeNet, Shuf-
fleNetv2, AlexNet and MobileNetV2. AlexNet model is the classification method with the
shortest running time. It can be found that the running time of DGOVGG16 is 72 s longer
than that of AlexNet, but the accuracy is increased by 4.57%, thus a slight increase in time
is acceptable. Figures 6 and 7 show the classification results of different methods and each
category on the furniture dataset respectively.
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Figure 6. Classification accuracy comparison for different models on the furniture dataset.

It can be seen from Figure 7 that the accuracy of each category of DGOVGG16 model
has been significantly improved compared with that of GVGG16 and VGG16, GoogLeNet,
AlexNet, MobileNetV2 and ShuffleNetv2 methods. Although some categories are not of
the highest accuracy, the overall performance of DGOVGG16 is the best.
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5. Conclusions

This paper proposes a furniture classification algorithm based on VGG16 network com-
bined with depthwise group over-parameterized convolution. In VGG16 model, depthwise
group over-parameterized convolution is introduced to reduce the number of parameters of
the overall model while extracting more sufficient semantic features, which reduces the risk
of model overfitting and improves the furniture image classification accuracy of the model,
especially in complex backgrounds situation. In addition, in the selection of activation
function, this paper used ReLU activation function in the former part of the neural network,
reduced the correlation between parameters, accelerated the weight update speed of the
former part of the model, and applied Leaky ReLU activation function in the last layer to
avoid the problem that some neurons do not update.

This paper conducts experiments on the furniture public data set and compares
DGOVGG16 with other six popular classification network methods. The AA of the pro-
posed DGOVGG16 in this paper reaches 95.51%, which is superior to other classical meth-
ods, which fully shows that our model can accurately classify furniture images under
complex backgrounds with stronger competitiveness. In future work, we intend to mine
and fuse the global and local features of furniture at different scales improve the proposed
DGOVGG16 model, so that the classification accuracy between similar furniture images
can be further improved.
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